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abstract
Hairy roots are plants genetically transformed by Agrobacterium rhizogenes, which do not produce
shoots and are composed mainly by roots. Hairy roots of Ophiorrhiza mungos Linn. are currently gaining
interest of pharmacologists, since a secondary product of their metabolism, camptothecin, is used in
chemotherapy. To optimize the production of valuable secondary metabolites it is necessary to
understand the metabolism and growth of these roots systems. In this work, a mathematical model for
description of apical growth of a dense root network (e.g. hairy roots) is derived. A continuous approach
is used to deﬁne densities of root tips and root volume. Equations are posed to describe the evolution of
these and are coupled to the distribution of nutrient concentration in the medium and inside the
network. Following the principles of irreversible thermodynamics, growth velocity is deﬁned as the sum
over three different driving forces: nutrient concentration gradients, space gradients and root tip
diffusion. A ﬁnite volume scheme was used for the simulation and parameters were chosen to ﬁt
experimental data from O. mungos Linn. hairy roots. Internal nutrient concentration determines short-
term growth. Long-term behavior is limited by the total nutrient amount in the medium. Therefore,
mass yield could be increased by guaranteeing a constant supply of nutrients. Increasing the initial mass
of inoculation did not result in higher mass yields, since nutrient consumption due to metabolism also
rose. Four different growth strategies are compared and their properties discussed. This allowed to
understand which strategy might be the best to increase mass production optimally. The model is able
to describe very well the temporal evolution of mass increase and nutrient uptake. Our results provide
further understanding of growth and density distribution of hairy root network and therefore it is a
sound base for future applications to describe, e.g., secondary metabolite production.
& 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Plants remain a major source of pharmaceuticals and bio-
chemicals. Many valuable phytochemicals, for example camp-
tothecin (CPT) (Camptotheca acuminata) used in chemotherapy, are
secondary metabolites that are not essential to plant growth, they
are produced in small amounts, and often accumulate in
specialized tissues, e.g. trichome hairs (epidermal outgrowths).
These compounds usually have very complicated structure and/or
exhibit chirality. Consequently, in many cases organic synthesis is
not cost-effective, and extraction from ﬁeld-grown plants is the
major method used to produce these metabolites economically.
Depending on the plant species, traditional agricultural methods
often require months to years to be harvestable and levels of
secondary metabolites can be affected by many factors, including
pathogens and climate changes. Plant cell suspension cultures
have therefore been considered as an alternative for producing
valuable secondary metabolites (Kim et al., 2002a, b).
Hairy root cultures, producing many of the same important
secondary metabolites as the whole plant, are a potential means
for producing valuable plant compounds (Williams and Doran,
1999). Hairy roots are obtained through transformation by
Agrobacterium rhizogenes and are special in the sense that these
plants lack shoots and are composed mainly of a dense growing
root system (Fig. 1). These roots can be cultivated under sterile
conditions either in a reactor or in shake ﬂasks (Singh and Curtis,
1994; Tescione et al., 1997; Kim et al., 2003). The fast growing
hairy roots are unique in their genetic and biosynthetic stability
and are able to regenerate whole viable plants for further
subculturing (Doran, 1997). Hairy roots thus also provide a good
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et al.,1999), and research on root metabolism (Bais et al., 2001), or
rhizosphere (narrow zone surrounding the roots and being
directly inﬂuenced by them, Tepfer et al., 1989).
Hairy roots of Ophiorrhiza mungos Linn., the Chinese camp-
totheca tree, are currently gaining the interest of pharmacologists,
since a secondary metabolite, CPT, can be used to treat cancer
diseases (Takimoto et al., 1998). CPT is a modiﬁed monoterpene
indole alkaloid produced by C. acuminata, Nothapodytes foetida,
some species of the genus Ophiorrhiza, Ervatamia heyneana, and
Merrilliodendron megacarpum (Sudo et al., 2002; Wink et al.,
2005). In order to produce CPT efﬁciently, it is necessary to
optimize the biological processes behind its biosynthesis (either
in bioreactors or shaker cultures). However, to achieve this, it is
essential to understand metabolism, growth and transport
processes of and in root networks.
In the work presented here, a quantitative model of growth of
these complicated root networks based on a continuous descrip-
tion using densities was derived by taking the main known
biological properties of root growth into account. To show the
capabilities of the model and to obtain estimates of the model
parameters, simulations were compared to experimental data
obtained from O. mungos hairy roots grown as shaker cultures.
Although the model was used to describe this special situation, it
is general enough to describe other cultures and culture methods
(such as bioreactors) with slight modiﬁcation. In a long term it is
desirable to understand growth and secondary metabolite
production sufﬁciently well to optimize in vitro production of
compounds such as CPT. As a ﬁrst step toward this, we compare
here four different growth strategies and discuss their properties.
Depending on the chosen strategy, either widespread or smaller
packed root systems are predicted. Widespread root tissues have
the advantage of having better access to nutrients and oxygen and
suffer thus less of nutrient depletion and anoxia, while densely
packed root systems exploit space efﬁciently. It is a priori not clear
which type of growth is optimal, as it depends on the type of
growth system applied (bioreactor or shaker cultures) and has to
be examined for each single case.
2. Derivation of model
Growth of single root tips is heterogeneously distributed along
the organ axis (Erickson and Sax,1956). These expand through cell
elongation in the elongation zone and through cell division in the
meristem (Beemster et al., 2003). Several models describing the
growth of a single root exist (see, e.g., Silk et al., 1989; Morris and
Silk,1992; Chavarrı ´a-Krauser and Schurr, 2004; Chavarrı ´a-Krauser
et al., 2005). Hairy roots, however, are composed of a dense
network of growing and branching root tips. On the one hand, this
fact makes it almost impossible to follow each tip. On the other
hand, it allows to use a continuous description based on densities.
The elongation zone of root tips can be assumed to be small
compared to the rest of the system. Therefore in the root system
scale, growth of single roots can be assumed to be purely apical.
This allows to use a similar approach as other authors have in the
case of fungi mycelia and of blood vessels. In Edelstein and Segel
(1983), Edelstein (1982) and Edelstein-Keshet (1988) one-dimen-
sional models for fungi growth with constant growth velocity are
presented. The equation for internal and external nutrient
concentrations were coupled with growth equations via uptake,
branching and metabolic degradation terms. The distinction
between internal and external substrate allowed modelling of
translocation inside the biomass network.
A more general growth model, which includes a mechanism
that generates directed growth and allows description of mycelia
growth in more than one spatial dimension, was proposed by
Boswell et al. (2003). For detailed understanding of inﬂuence of
heterogeneous environment on the development of each fungi
hypha a discrete model was considered in Boswell et al. (2007).
Growth of blood vessels, where the capillary sprout network is
formed in response to external chemical stimuli, have also been
described similarly (for both continuous and discrete models see,
e.g., Anderson and Chaplain, 1998). All these approaches are
similar and ﬁt to some degree to the situation of root networks.
However, these need to be adapted and expanded to describe
growing roots, which differ substantially from fungi hyphae and
blood vessels. For example the model proposed by Boswell et al.
(2003) focused on nutritional heterogeneity, which is probably
the driving agent in mycelia expansion. For plant roots nutritional
heterogeneity might be circumstantial, as other processes such as
mechanical stresses, exudate production, or several tropisms such
as hydrotropism, i.e. the tendency to follow gradients of water
content, or gravitropism, i.e. growth toward direction of gravity,
are also crucial. Therefore in the derivation of the hairy root
growth model presented here, we use the known apical growth
approach and take into account the biological properties of
hairy roots by deﬁning corresponding functions in the general
framework.
2.1. Conservation of mass and root tips
Two densities sufﬁce here to describe growth of hairy root
networks. One is deﬁned as the root volume per unit volume
(r ¼ rð~ x;tÞ; given in mm3 mm 3;0 prp1), while the other is
deﬁned as the cross-section area of tips per unit volume
(n ¼ nð~ x;tÞX0; given in mm2 mm 3). For simplicity the root
network is assumed to grow in a cuboid ﬂask O   R3,
O ¼ð 0;lwÞ ð 0;ldÞ ð 0;lhÞ, where lw, ld and lh are the length,
depth and height of the cuboid, respectively. The total root volume
contained in O will be denoted as VrðtÞ¼
R
O rðx;tÞdx. The tip
density n can also be given in number of root tips per unit volume
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Fig. 1. Picture of a typical hairy root grown in a shaker culture ﬂask. The roots
build a dense tissue with younger less packed roots surrounding the core.
Thickness of the tissue did not considerably increase in comparison to the initial
inoculum. Photograph provided by B. Wetterauer and M. Wink, IPMB, Universita ¨t
Heidelberg.
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through division of the areal density by the cross-section area of
one tip, N ¼ n=pr2, where r is the root radius assumed to be
constant in the model. Growth can then be assumed to occur due
to tip movement (elongation), tip formation (branching) and
secondary growth (Ninomiya et al., 2002; Kino-Oka et al., 1999).
Growth rate depends on the nutrient concentration c ¼ cðt;~ xÞ
(given in mgmm 3) in the medium and on the internal nutrient
concentration s ¼ sðt;~ xÞ (given in mgmm 3), which is the amount
of nutrient per unit root volume.
Tip movement and formation can be modelled as follows. The
total tip cross-section area contained in a representative elemen-
tary volume (REV; Bear, 1972) o   O is given by
R
o ndx. This total
cross-section area can only change by two ways, either the
number of tips increases due to branching or tips move out of and/
or into o. Total branching can be modelled by
R
o f dx, where f is a
branching function which will be speciﬁed later in Eq. (3). Total
ﬂux is given by the integral of tip ﬂux n~ v over the surface qo of o,
i.e.
R
qo n~ v  ~ ndB, where~ n is the outer normal vector of o and~ v is the
growth velocity of the tips. Therefore, the change in time of the
total tip cross-section area in o is given by
d
dt
Z
o
ndx ¼ 
Z
qo
n~ v  ~ ndB þ
Z
o
f dx.
As o does not change in time and using Gauss’ integral formula
the above expression becomes
Z
o
ðqtn þr ð n~ vÞ fÞdx ¼ 0.
Since this expression holds for every volume o, an equation
describing the evolution and spatial distribution of n is obtained
qtn þr ð n~ vÞ¼f in ð0;TÞ O (1)
for some 0oTo1. Thus the change of n is deﬁned by a transport
equation with transport velocity~ v and a production term f. Eq. (1)
needs suitable initial and boundary conditions to be solvable. The
wall of the ﬂask can be assumed to be impenetrable, which results
in a no-ﬂux condition n~ v  ~ n ¼ 0 on the boundary qO.
The change in volume density r is determined as follows.
Assume again an REV o   O. Per unit time a tip grows and
displaces by the distance k~ vk, so that per unit time a root volume
of pr2 k~ vk is produced, where pr2 is its cross-section area. Inside o
there is a cross-section area per unit volume given by n, which
corresponds to a certain amount of root tips per unit volume.
Therefore, root volume produced due to tips movement per unit
time in o is given by
pr2
pr2
Z
o
nk~ vkdx ¼
Z
o
nk~ vkdx,
where ~ v is the average growth velocity in o. This expression does
not take processes into account, which do not depend directly on
the average velocity ~ v. These processes are, for example, ﬂuctua-
tion of growth velocity within the population of root tips in o and
root thickening. We assume that these processes are described by
a function q. Taking the above expression for the total volume
production into account and that the total root volume in o is
given by Vrðo;tÞ¼
R
o rdx, an equation for the change of root
volume is obtained
dVr
dt
ðo;tÞ¼
d
dt
Z
o
rdx ¼
Z
o
nk~ vkdx þ
Z
o
qdx.
Again o was arbitrarily chosen and is independent of time. The
above expression results thus in an equation describing the
temporal evolution and spatial distribution of r
qtr ¼ nk~ vkþq in ð0;TÞ O. (2)
Similar to Eq. (1), Eq. (2) needs a suitable initial condition to be
solvable. Both initial conditions represent the act of inoculation
into the medium. A small piece of hairy root material is needed to
produce a new culture. This piece has a certain distribution
of n and r, which correspond to the initial conditions. In contrast
to Eq. (1), no boundary condition is needed here.
2.2. Growth functions
Eqs. (1) and (2) contain the unknown functions f (branching
function), ~ v (growth velocity) and q (secondary growth). These
functions depend on several variables and have to be postulated,
as not much information is available about these dependencies.
2.2.1. Branching function
New root tips arise from root mass which is already present.
Therefore f should depend on root density r. The nutrient
concentration c ¼ cðt;~ xÞ (given in mgmm 3) in the medium can
be assumed to affect positively root branching (see, e.g., Drew
et al., 1973; Robinson, 1994, 1996 for potassium, phosphate,
nitrate and ammonium). Moreover, branching costs energy and
resources, which have to be provided by the root network.
Therefore, the function f is assumed to depend also on the internal
nutrient concentration s ¼ sðt;~ xÞ (given in mgmm 3; Kim et al.,
2003; Schnapp et al., 1991). Since nutrient transport inside the
root network is substantially faster in comparison to growth and
branching, it is legitimate to assume that the model depends on
the average internal nutrient concentration, sðtÞ¼V
 1
r ðtÞ
R
O sðt;~ xÞr
ðt;~ xÞdx instead of the spatial heterogeneous s. One possibility to
deﬁne the translocation of nutrients inside the root network is to
prescribe a diffusive and a chemotactic movement in the direction
of the root tip (see Boswell et al., 2003). In a tissue where density
is maximal (r ¼ rmax), branching is unlikely. Therefore f is
assumed to be proportional to rmax   r. All three factors are
assumed here to be limiting, so that the following branching
function is proposed:
f ¼ bcsrðrmax   rÞ, (3)
where b is a constant reﬂecting the sensibility of the branching
rate to the internal and external nutrient concentrations.
2.2.2. Growth velocity and secondary thickening
Following the principles of irreversible thermodynamics
average growth velocity ~ v is proposed to be given by a weighted
sum over general forces. In particular a hypothetical chemical
potential m is proposed to determine the average velocity
~ v ¼ Rsðrmax   rÞrm,
where R is a constant which reﬂects the sensitivity of growth
toward the driving forces (will be denoted in the sequel as growth
rate coefﬁcient). The other factors are obtained similarly to the
derivation of Eq. (3): growth is only possible when energy
(internal substrate) is supplied to the tips (Kim et al., 2003;
Schnapp et al., 1991); and ~ v should be zero if a maximal root
density is attained, i.e. when r ¼ rmax.
As mentioned before, other processes which do not depend
directly on ~ v might be responsible for mass production and were
taken into account by the function q [compare Eq. (2)]. This
function is split into two parts, one represents the mass increase
due to velocity ﬂuctuation and the other by root thickening. The
effect of velocity ﬂuctuation can be assumed, similarly to ~ v,t ob e
proportional to the internal nutrient concentration, to the space
left for growing and to the density of root tips n, i.e.
nRsðrmax   rÞat, where at is a phenomenological constant char-
acterizing the velocity ﬂuctuation. Secondary thickening occurs to
ARTICLE IN PRESS
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proportional to root density and internal nutrient concentration.
We propose therefore
q ¼ Rsnðrmax   rÞat þ wsrðrmax   rÞ, (4)
where w is a secondary thickening rate.
The idea behind the term describing the ﬂuctuation of velocity
is the following. It is possible that the root network grows and
increases mass without a macroscopic gradient rm and without
root thickening. Microscopically seen there exist always local
gradients, which drive locally growth of the root tips (as long as
there is space to grow). However, this property is lost during the
transition from the microscale to the macroscale, because in this
particular gedanken experiment rm would be zero in ﬁrst order.
Therefore, this local growth has to be included as an additional
term.
Since hairy roots are agravitropic (Odegaard et al., 1997; Legue
et al., 1996), m can be assumed to be independent of gravity, so
that the root tips are assumed to grow only along nutrient
gradients and away from dense tissue. Under these circumstances,
m is proposed to be solely a function of c, r and n, and its gradient
be given by
rm ¼ acrc   arrr   anrn, (5)
where ac, ar, an are phenomenological constants, which are
weights for each single growth strategy. The ﬁrst term in (5)
corresponds to the tendency of roots to grow toward higher
nutrient concentrations. The second term reﬂects mechanical
effects, i.e. growth toward free space, while the third term models
the tendency of tips to grow away from each other. The tendency
of root tips to grow away from each other can be explained as
follows. In the microscale root tips compete for nutrients and tend
to grow away from each other, as nutrients are depleted locally by
root tips. Moreover, root tips produce exudates which are believed
to be involved in root–root signalling (Bais et al., 2004). Local
competition for nutrients and root–root communication cannot
be described by the microscopic nutrient concentration. The
simplest model to describe these processes is to assume a
diffusion of tips. Altogether ~ v is assumed to be given by
~ v ¼ Rsðrmax   rÞðacrc   arrr   anrnÞ. (6)
2.3. Nutrient transport
Eqs. (3), (6) and (4) depend on medium and internal nutrients.
The model describing the nutrient concentration in medium
depends strongly on the experimental setup. This becomes clear
by the number of models describing water and nutrient transport
and uptake by single roots or plant root systems in unsaturated
soil (Roose and Fowler, 2004; Kim et al., 2004; Roose et al., 2001;
Tinker and Nye, 2000; Roose, 2000; Barber,1995; Cushman,1984).
The cultures modelled here were grown as shaker cultures. The
ﬂow produced by the shaking is complex, as it combines a free
boundary and a porous medium (ﬂow around the root network).
Therefore, the shaking is here accounted for by dispersion, which
results in considerably larger diffusion/dispersion coefﬁcients. The
volume occupied by the medium changes in time due to the
increase in root volume. It is therefore not obvious how to pose
the equation for conservation of nutrients.
2.3.1. External nutrients
Assume again an REV o   O, which does not depend on time,
but can be decomposed into two time-dependent domains:
o ¼ orðtÞ[omðtÞ, where orðtÞ and omðtÞ are the volumes occupied
by the roots and the medium, respectively. Instead of using the
concentration c, which depends on orðtÞ, we choose the
concentration C ¼ð 1   rÞc which relates the nutrient content to
the whole volume o. Therefore, the change in nutrient mass inside
o is given by
dM
dt
¼ qt
Z
o
Cdx ¼
Z
o
qtCdx.
Remark here that it was essential that o is time independent to
apply the simple form of Leibniz’s rule (therefore C was used
instead of c). Else Reynolds transport theorem would have had to
be applied, which would have resulted in an additional integral
term over the boundary. Mass within o can only change by means
of a net ﬂux through its boundary qo and by uptake
dM
dt
¼ 
Z
qo
~ j  ~ ndB  
Z
o
g dx,
where g ¼ gðc;n;r;sÞ is an uptake function. Using Gauss’ theorem
on the ﬂux term and equating the two expression for the mass
change, we obtain
Z
o
ðqtC þ div~ j þ gÞdx ¼ 0.
Here again o was arbitrarily chosen, so that the expression inside
the integral has to be zero. The ﬂux density ~ j has to be chosen
phenomenologically. Molecular diffusion is driven by a gradient of
chemical potential (Landau and Lifschitz, 1991), which according
to Fick’s law is proportional to a gradient of concentration. The
true local concentration, c, is relevant for the chemical potential
and not C. The area qo is not completely permeable, as some of it,
qorðtÞ, is occupied by roots. In the above derivation we included
this fact into~ j and have to use therefore a dispersion coefﬁcient
dependent on r. Altogether we choose~ j ¼  DcðrÞrc, where Dc ¼
DcðrÞ is a non-constant dispersion coefﬁcient. Using the deﬁnition
of C, we ﬁnd ﬁnally
qtðð1   rÞcÞ r ð DcðrÞrcÞ¼  g in ð0;TÞ O. (7)
Dc depends on the root density r and should be zero when r ¼ 1
(no space for dispersion to take place). Therefore, Dc is proposed
to be DcðrÞ¼Dcð1   rÞ, where Dc is a constant. Nutrient uptake
occurs on the root surface near the tips. Thus the uptake function
g is assumed to be proportional to root volume density and root
tip density. Two sorts of nutrient transport are feasible on the root
surface, active and passive transport. Active transport is assumed
to be unidirectional (into the root network) and dependent only
on the local medium nutrient concentration c. Passive transport
depends on the nutrient gradient between medium and roots, on
the difference c   s. Thus, the nutrient uptake function g is
proposed to have the form
gðc;n;r;sÞ¼
2ln
r
rðKmðsÞc þ Pðc   sÞÞ, (8)
where l is the characteristic length of the uptake-active tissue
around a tip (2ln=r is the uptake surface density), KmðsÞ is a
uptake rate and P is a permeability. Eq. (7) needs also suitable
initial and boundary conditions. At the beginning of an experi-
ment the medium is well stirred and a constant homogeneous
distribution of nutrients can be assumed to exists. The walls of the
ﬂask are assumed to be impermeable to the medium, therefore
no-ﬂux conditions are considered rc  ~ n ¼ 0o nqO.
2.3.2. Internal nutrients
In contrast to the medium nutrient concentration, a spatial
average is used for the internal nutrient concentration s (spatial
distribution of the nutrient inside the network is neglected). Four
processes which change the internal concentration are considered
here: uptake, growth, branching and metabolism. For the total
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R
O sðt;~ xÞrðt;~ xÞdx, the following
equation is proposed:
d
dt
S ¼
Z
O
g dx   gg
Z
O
ðnk~ vkþqÞdx   gr
Z
O
f dx   gmS, (9)
where gg, gr and gm are constants describing the proportion of
metabolites used for growth, branching and metabolism, respec-
tively. To solve Eq. (9), an initial condition S ¼ S0 is needed. This
condition describes the initial total amount of nutrients in the
inoculum.
2.4. Complete model
Altogether the complete model of hairy root growth reads
qtn þr ð n~ vÞ¼f in ð0;TÞ O;
qtr ¼ nk~ vkþq in ð0;TÞ O;
qtðð1   rÞcÞ
 r   ðDcð1   rÞrcÞ¼  g in ð0;TÞ O;
d
dt
S ¼
R
O g dx   gg
R
Oðnk~ vkþqÞdx
 gr
R
O f dx   gmS in ð0;TÞ;
(10)
with
~ v ¼
RS
Vr
ðrmax   rÞðacrc   arrr   anrnÞ,
f ¼
bcSr
Vr
ðrmax   rÞ,
q ¼
RSn
Vr
ðrmax   rÞat þ
wSr
Vr
ðrmax   rÞ,
g ¼
2ln
r
r Kmð
S
Vr
Þc þ Pc  
S
Vr
     
,
Vr ¼
Z
O
rdx.
The initial and boundary conditions are
rð0;~ xÞ¼r0fð~ xÞ in O;
nð0;~ xÞ¼n0fð~ xÞ in O;
cð0;~ xÞ¼c0 in O;
Sð0Þ¼S0;
n~ v  ~ n ¼ 0o n qO  ð 0;TÞ;
rc  ~ n ¼ 0o n qO  ð 0;TÞ;
where f is an initial spatial distribution. If in growth velocity~ v the
constant ar or an is nonzero we obtain a diffusive term in the
equation for n and the boundary condition n~ v  ~ n ¼ 0 is well-
posed. In another case the zero-ﬂux boundary condition for c will
imply the well-posedness of the boundary condition for n.
3. Materials and methods
The numerical solution of the model will be compared with the
experimental data obtained from O. mungos (B. Wetterauer and M.
Wink, IPMB, Universita ¨t Heidelberg, unpublished). The hairy root
cultures were cut to have an initial weight of approximately
1:78   0:1g (25 values) and were grown in a shaker ﬂask in the
dark for 4 weeks (ca. 672h). The initial concentration of sucrose in
the medium was set to c0 ¼ 11:46gl
 1. The main purpose of the
shaking of the cultures is to ensure distribution of nutrients and
oxygen, this means that transport of sucrose in the medium is
non-limiting to uptake and hence to growth. After 2 weeks (ca.
336h) the cultures were transferred into fresh medium (again of
concentration 11:46gl
 1) and cultured in the same conditions for
the following 2 weeks. Roots were harvested every 1, 2 or 4 days,
at 25, 50:5, 96, 144, 240:5, 336, 360, 384:5, 432, 480:5, 581:5,
671:75h (two cultures per harvest). Fresh weight, dry weight and
nutrient concentration were measured. Due to the lack of shoots
and the absence of photosynthesis in hairy roots, the medium for
cultivation has to contain sucrose as the main nutrient for growth
(Kim et al., 2002a, 2003).
4. Simpliﬁcations, parameters and initial conditions
For numerical simulation and model calibration Eq. (10) was
simpliﬁed to reduce the number of free parameters. Uptake of
nutrients was considered to be purely of active nature, neglecting
the passive transport (P ¼ 0). The uptake rate Km was assumed to
be constant and independent of s. Moreover, the energy cost for
branching of new tips was neglected (gr ¼ 0). Since the root
branches are very thin (133   7mm,12 roots) and the variations of
radius r are small, root thickening (secondary growth) can be
neglected (w ¼ 0) as well.
Experiments conducted on O. mungos showed that vertical
growth is very small, i.e. growth occurs almost radially. This is a
consequence of the experimental setup. The height of the medium
is kept small to avoid anoxia and the roots do not grow beyond the
boundary of the medium. Therefore, the solution of the model can
be assumed to be constant in vertical direction and the third
dimension can be neglected in Eq. (10).
Sucrose was selected here as the growth-limiting nutrient in
the model. A homogeneously distributed initial concentration c0
was considered for simulation. As already mentioned, in the
experiments cultures were transferred into fresh medium after ca.
336h, to guarantee viable growth of the cultures for 4 weeks. The
dimensions of the ﬂask (lw ¼ 70mm, ld ¼ 70mm and lh ¼ 10mm)
were chosen to have the same medium volume used in the
experiments (ca. 49ml), resulting in the same total amount of
sucrose. For simplicity, the tissue was assumed to have an initial
internal nutrient concentration S0 ¼ 0. The diffusion coefﬁcient of
sucrose in water at a temperature of 25  Ci s1 :88mm2 h
 1 (Nobel,
1999). However, the shaking of the cultures produces a substan-
tially higher dispersion coefﬁcient. Dc was varied until it became
non-limiting to growth (Dc ¼ 35mm2 h
 1).
The initial root volume and tip density distributions (rð0;~ xÞ
and nð0;~ xÞ, respectively), were chosen to be radially symmetric
and given by a smooth function fð~ xÞ¼ð 1   tanhðk~ x   ~ x0k rmaxÞ
=2Þ=2, where ~ x0 is the center of the ﬂask. Radius rmax was
determined according to the experimentally determined initial
root density r0 ¼ 0:5mm 3 mm 3 and root weight M0 ¼ 1:78g
through the equation rmax ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
10
3 M0=ðplhr0Þ
q
, ½rmax ¼mm, where
½   denote the units of the variable.
Although here radially symmetric initial conditions were
chosen and in principle the equations become one-dimensional.
In this particular case it is possible to simplify Eqs. (10), which
contain then only partial derivatives in time and in radial
direction, these stay however nonlinear. The true improvement
behind these simpliﬁcation, would be the possibility to use
numerical schemes, that are simpler to implement. This, of course,
at the expense of not being able to simulate more complex
situations, which might be necessary for example in bioreactor
applications. The here presented model and algorithms are
general enough to describe such applications.
The root tissues were observed not to be more dense than
0:7mm 3 mm 3, therefore a maximal root density rmax ¼
0:7mm 3 mm 3 was chosen here. For the sake of simplicity instead
of prescribing n0 directly, it is easier to prescribe the initial
number of tips per unit volume N0 (n0 ¼ N0pr2, ½N0 ¼mm 3). N0
was not available experimentally, thus N0 had to be estimated
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kinetics. For simplicity, the root radius was set to be r ¼ 0:1mm
and the uptake-active zone behind the root tips was chosen to be
l ¼ 1mm long. The remaining parameters were selected manually
such that the numerical results ﬁt the experimental data obtained
from O. mungos (compare Table 1). Rough estimates of the
parameters were initially selected and used to simulate the
model. Using this solution, the coefﬁcient of determination, R
2,
was calculated by comparison with measurements of both total
nutrient concentration and biomass (compare Figs. 2a and b). The
parameters were adapted and the process was iteratively
continued until the R
2 values were maximized.
5. Numerical methods
The model (10) was simulated using a personal computer. The
implementation is based on the DUNE framework (Bastian et al.,
2004, http://www.dune-project.org/). For spatial discretization of
the ﬁrst and third equation in (10) a cell-centered ﬁnite volume
scheme on a structured grid was used, as described in LeVeque
(2002). Finite volume schemes feature local mass conservation,
which is essential for the comparison with experimental data. For
the time discretization the diffusive part and the convective/
reactive part of the equation were decoupled, using second order
operator splitting introduced by Strang (1968). To prevent both
instabilities in the transport term and effects from strong
numerical diffusion, the convection equation was solved using
an explicit second order Godunov upwind scheme with a minmod
slope limiter (Sweby, 1984; LeVeque, 2002). To obtain a stable
solution, discretization in time was chosen to fulﬁll the Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy condition (Courant et al., 1928). The diffusive
part of the equation was solved using the implicit Euler method.
The equations for the root density and the inner nutrient
concentration S [second and forth equation in (10)] were solved
with an explicitly Euler scheme (Stoer and Burlisch, 2000). Similar
to the determination of total mass increase and nutrient
concentrations (inner and medium), coupling between the spatial
distributions [i.e. rðt;~ xÞ, nðt;~ xÞ and cðt;~ xÞ] and the inner nutrient
concentration S was achieved using numerical integration.
6. Results and discussion
The capabilities of the model are demonstrated here by
comparison to experimental data obtained from O. mungos hairy
roots grown as shaker cultures. The kinetics of growth and
medium nutrient (sucrose) concentration obtained in the experi-
ments are compared to the simulation results in Figs. 2a and b.
Very good agreement between the experimental data and
numerical solution was found. This is reﬂected in the correspond-
ing R
2 values (root mass: R
2 ¼ 0:85; nutrient concentration in
medium: R
2 ¼ 0:93). The numerical solution for the root tip
density and concentration of nutrients inside the roots is
illustrated in Fig. 2c.
The inner nutrient concentration (Fig. 2c) and the mass
kinetics (Fig. 2a) show that mass increase was limited directly
by nutrient availability inside the network. However, the medium
concentration (Fig. 2b) determined overall long-term growth.
Variations of medium concentration were buffered by the
possibility of the root network to accumulate nutrients. This is
reﬂected by a high internal nutrient concentration in comparison
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Table 1
Model parameters used for simulation
Prescribed parameters Fitted parameters
l (mm) 1 R ðmmh
 1 mm3 mg 1Þ 10
r (mm) 0.1 b ðh
 1 mm 1 mm6 mg 2Þ 45
Dc ðmm2 h
 1Þ 35 Km ðmmh
 1Þ 0.08
ac ðmm4 mg 1Þ 500 gg ðmgmm 3Þ 0.005
ar (mm) 0 gm ðh
 1Þ 0.02
an ðmm2Þ 0.5
at 1
9
P ðmmh
 1Þ 0
gr ðmgmm 2Þ 0
w ðmm3 mg 1 h
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Fig. 2. Comparison of simulation and experimental data. The evolution in time of
root mass (a) and external concentration of sucrose (b) are compared to
measurements, (c) simulated average root tip density and internal nutrient
concentration. New medium supplied at 336h, which results in an increase in
production of root mass and root tips and in a sudden change of external and
internal nutrient concentrations. Experimental data from B. Wetterauer and M.
Wink, IPMB, Universita ¨t Heidelberg.
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network had to build a reservoir of inner nutrients. This could
occur only if sufﬁcient root tips existed to acquire the nutrients.
This resulted therefore in a higher branching rate (Fig. 2c) and a
moderate mass increase (Fig. 2a). After an initial production of
root tips, internal nutrients reached a maximum concentration (at
ca. 120h). These nutrients were used to increase mass, which
explains why growth per unit time was at that moment very high
(Fig. 2a). After 120h metabolism started to dominate, which is
reﬂected in a reduction of both internal concentration and
mass increase, although the medium still had enough nutrients
(Fig. 2b). The medium nutrient concentration fell continuously
and became limiting to mass increase and branching rate
(Figs. 2a–c). Growth ceased until new medium was supplied at
336h. The culture then grew again until the new nutrients were
consumed.
Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of volume density (a), root
tip density (b), nutrient concentration in medium (c) and local
mass increase (d) after 380h of growth. Gradients of nutrients
and tip density were chosen here as the driving force of
growth (Table 1). Density r increased from an initial value of
0:5mm 3 mm 3 to almost rmax ¼ 0:7mm 3 mm 3 and showed a
distribution with compact tissue in the center and less compact
tissue toward the edge (Fig. 3a). Mass increase was therefore due
to both increase in tissue density and tissue expansion. Growth
around the center originated from increase in tissue density due
to velocity ﬂuctuations [compare Eqs. (2) and (4)], while
expansion around the edge occurred due to gradient growth
[compare Eq. (6)]. The root tip density showed a distribution with
a ﬂat maximum and fell in waves with increasing distance from
the center (Fig. 3b). The existence of a maximum root tip density
in the center is a consequence of the ﬁrst 150h of growth, in
which root tips had to be produced to increase nutrient uptake.
This tips could not grow away from the center because rm   0
there. The waves were a consequence of the nutrient concentra-
tion changing in time. Nutrient concentration showed, as
expected, small spatial variation outside the tissue (Fig. 3c).
Transport and uptake depend on the root density [Dc /ð 1   rÞ;
g / r; compare Eq. (7)], which is spatially inhomogeneous, thus a
non-constant reduction of concentration was found where ra0.
Mass increase was as expected radially symmetric and occurred in
a more or less shock-like manner (Fig. 3d). A front of growth
moved away from the tissue’s center. It is also very clear that in
the center of the tissue mass increase was at this moment almost
zero, because the volume density was already close to rmax.
Using numerical simulations the inﬂuence of parameters on
the solution of the model can be examined. In Figs. 4a–d the
solutions for different values of the most important parameters,
namely branching rate and growth rate coefﬁcient, are presented.
From all parameters, only one was varied and the other were kept
constant (values listed in Table 1). The branching rate b was varied
from 25 to 65mm 1 h
 1 mm6 mg 2, while the growth rate
coefﬁcient R was varied from 6 to 14mmh
 1 mm3 mg 1. Mass
increase is inﬂuenced positively by b mostly due to the higher
amount of root tips which ensure a faster assimilation of nutrients
(Figs. 4a and b). As expected, an increase in R increments also
mass production (Fig. 4c). However, nutrient uptake is almost not
inﬂuenced by R (Fig. 4d).
Cutting a root tissue to obtain an exact initial mass in an
experiment is almost impossible. The dependency of the model on
a varying initial root mass is thus also of interest (Figs. 5a and b).
Moreover, the initial tip density was not determined experimen-
tally and was empirically determined in the model. It was thus
important to understand the inﬂuence of this parameter on the
simulation results (Figs. 5c and d). The initial mass M0 was varied
from 0:5t o2 :9g, while values from 0:5t o6 :0mm  3 were used for
the initial tip density N0. The initial differences in M0 become
smaller due to the higher metabolism of the heavier cultures
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Fig. 3. Cross-sections of simulated spatial distributions of (a) root volume density r, (b) root tip density N (given in number of tips per unit volume), (c) external nutrient
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almost only in the ﬁrst 336h (Fig. 5b). After supplementation of
fresh nutrients, almost no difference is found in the uptake rate.
This can be explained by a small effect of initial mass on the root
tip density, which is crucial for uptake (compare Fig. 4b).
Variation of N0 affected the time needed by the tissue to acquire
enough nutrients for growth (Fig. 5c). Growth starts sooner when
N0 is larger. However, no large impact on ﬁnal mass is found.
Similar to the case of M0, not much inﬂuence on nutrient uptake is
found after supplementation of fresh medium (Fig. 5d). Both
variations of M0 and N0 show that the model is self-regulating.
Although growth and uptake kinetics depend on these initial
values, similar ﬁnal masses are obtained. Therefore, neither the
initial mass nor the root tip density can be used to increase yield
substantially.
Although a simple method exists to estimate roughly the
spatial distribution of mass by taping the roots on paper and
cutting and weighting the paper, it is not clear if this would be
exact enough to differ between different growth strategies.
Moreover, these differ also in the distribution of root tip density,
which could only be determined cumbersomely by manual
counting of tips using a microscope. Therefore no experimental
data which gives information on the spatial distributions is
available to the authors. It is not clear which growth process
dominates. Do hairy roots follow rather nutrient gradients than
space gradients, or is the diffusion of root tips more important? Or
is mass increase a consequence of increase in tissue density? It
will probably be a mixture of all and other processes not
accounted for. For the above simulations and ﬁtting of the model,
a mixture between nutrient and root tip density gradients was
chosen. However, it is for further research interesting to under-
stand the differences between possible combinations.
Figs. 6a and b shows the distributions r and n when
growth was driven solely by gradients of tip density (an ¼ 1,
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Fig. 6. Simulated spatial distribution of root volume and root tip densities after 380h of growth for different growth strategies. (a) and (b) r and N for root tip density
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around the center a ring with r   rmax is present. Toward the edge
of the tissue, r falls smoothly (Fig. 6a). Root tip density N has a
distinct maximum and falls smoothly toward the edge (Fig. 6b), in
contrast to the ﬂat maximum and wave-like structure found in the
standard case (Fig. 3b). A completely different type of growth was
found when mechanical effects were chosen to be dominant
(ar ¼ 1, an ¼ ac ¼ at ¼ 0; Figs. 6c and d). Again as in the standard
case a smooth r distribution is found (Fig. 6c). However, maximal
density rmax is not reached and mass increase occurred mostly
due to tissue expansion. The root tip density shows a ﬂat
maximum, falls however steeply and has a corona (Fig. 6d). In
the center many root tips were ‘‘trapped’’ by the low driving
gradient rr   0. However, a shock-like wave of root tips grew
away from the center building the corona around the maximum
(Fig. 6d). Figs. 6e and f present the distributions for the case where
growth is given only by ﬂuctuations of growth velocity (pure
increase in density of tissue; at ¼ 1
9, ar ¼ ac ¼ an ¼ 0). In contrast
to the other cases, mass increase is determined completely by
increase of tissue density (Fig. 6e). Therefore, mass increase is
limited by maximal possible volume density rmax and by the
initial size of the tissue. The density of root tips N has a local
minimum in the center of the tissue, which arises from the factor
(rmax   r) in the branching function f.
From these three cases, the cases where root tip diffusion
(an ¼ 1mm 2) and space gradients (ar ¼ 1mm) drive growth are
optimal to obtain nutrients. Through increase of perimeter of the
tissue, a large surface with access to fresh nutrients is achieved.
When space gradients drive growth, the tissue is less compact
than in the other cases. This allows a better distribution of
nutrients between the roots, enhancing uptake. However, many
root tips are ‘‘trapped’’ in the center of the tissue, where less
nutrients are available and lose their uptake function almost
completely. This situation is less pronounced but still present
when tip diffusion drives growth. Although the contact surface
between fresh nutrients and tissue is large in these cases, the ratio
between perimeter and volume becomes smaller for increasing
radius. On the one hand, this ratio is optimal when tissue density
increase (at ¼ 1
9) is responsible for mass increase. But on the other
hand, the tissue cannot exploit this advantage, as possible mass
increase is bounded from the beginning. Pure increase in tissue
density is optimal in exploiting mass production per unit volume
of tissue. Root with ac ¼ 0 would not be able to follow nutrient
gradients, which would be an enormous disadvantage in hetero-
geneous environments. The standard case (ac ¼ 500mm4 mg 1,
an ¼ 0:5mm 2 and at ¼ 1=9), i.e. growth driven by concentration
gradients and root tip diffusion with moderate increase in tissue
density, seems to be optimal in combining all good properties
mentioned above.
The model is able to describe very well the mass increase and
uptake kinetics (Figs. 2a and b). To understand which type of
growth dominates in hairy roots, further experiments investigat-
ing this issue are required. Figs. 3 and 6 are a good reference to
achieve this. The model is a good starting point to model
metabolite production, e.g. of CPT. It opens also the possibility
to test several hypothesis within a short time and to determine
where the processes could be optimized. This would require
substantially more time if a pure experimental approach would be
used.
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